Wh at’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary
3 June 11'........................................ A Talk by ............................. RON BREWER
‘My “Europa" and a flight to Africa - 1999’
11 June 11'...................................... A Visit to .................. CHATHAM DOCKYARD
'A Joint Visit with Bt'
1 July 11'......................................... A Talk by .................. MANETTE CROSSMAN
'Dutch Resistance WW2'
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'Hardwick Airfield Norfolk - Buffet After'
2 September 11'................ An Audio Visual Presentation .......... MAGGIE AGGIS
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'An All Day Visit'
29 September 11'............................. A Visit to ....................,.. RAF LAKENHEATH
'An Afternoon Visit'
TBA
7 October 11'................................ To be Advised .........................
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EDITORIAL
Here we are – June already! How time flies. We have now had the AGM and
our chairman, Martyn Cook has written another upbeat report. Don’t we do
well!
In his report, Martyn has referred to the visits arranged for the summer months.
I suggest that you all hurry up and book your seat on the coach before they are
all gone. Howard King has arranged a visit to historic Chatham dockyard. He
tells me that there are a number of really interesting attractions. The outing will
be on Saturday, 11th June. Howard’s ‘phone number is 01473 274300.
Traditionally our August meeting is in the form of a visit to a place of local
interest. This year Robert Dunnett has approached our friend, Maurice Hammond and he has kindly agreed to host another visit to his wonderful aircraft
collection at Hardwick, near Long Stratton. A visit to Boscombe Down is
planned for September 7th. And coach seats are selling rapidly.
In the February issue of “Runway 22” I apologetically reported that this year
we will not be having an “Open Day” this year. Oh, contraire dear reader! It
seems We WILL now be having another Open Day – or Funday, as it is often
called. Martyn Cook explains all in his report.
I always try and include articles of local interest and this edition includes such
articles.
On behalf of all of us I offer a warm welcome to our new members.
Please keep your contributions rolling in.

ED

OUR 30TH AGM (A MUST READ)
Friday 6th May saw our 30th AGM take place followed by the Charles (Holly)
Hall photo competition which Alan P will report on separately in this newsletter.
As with previous AGM’s the number of members attending dropped dramatically, is this a sign that all is going well and nobody wants to question how the
society is run, what do you think?
Attending and in full voice was our President Gordon Kinsey. We must thank
Gordon’s son-in-law Stuart for bringing him. Gordon needed no introduction,
a round of applause greeting the mention of his name. I had of course asked
Gordon previously if he was happy to continue and without hesitation the
answer came back, yes. Despite being a lifetime President it is courtesy to ask
don’t you agree?
There were a few apologies. Thank goodness we didn’t have every one
contact us with their apologies otherwise the minutes and this report would
consist of nothing else.
Now, ‘Matters Arising’ from our 2010 AGM minutes. Despite scouring the
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Sadly we have to report that the following members have passed away
since our last newsletter.
Ron Warren Jork Andrews
Bette Jarman George Parratt
All of the above were regular attendee’s at our monthly meetings.
If you hear about any of our members being seriously ill or having passed
away please let me know.

Ed.

Please read the Membership Secretary’s report
below if you have not renewed your membership, it
will save YOUR disappointment should you not
receive the NEXT (October 2011) newsletter.

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome the 8 new members since the last newsletter. This
brings the total membership to 328.
Fred Yule
Don Lucas
Michael Jillings
Bryan Stammers
John Jeffery
Albert Scott
Janice Makinson
Nicholas Maclean
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road : Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047
Email: joecox@hotmail.com

If you like reading Runway 22 then please make sure
that you have renewed your membership. If you have,
then please disregard this message otherwise, this will
be your last issue.
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Membership stands at 327 and amazingly we can have as much as half of the
membership total at any one of our monthly meetings We now have all but one
room in the Control Tower and some of our members are busily converting the
ground floor to increase the size of the museum. The extra room is also
welcome because we have so many parties of schoolchildren visit us because
wartime history is an important part of their curriculum. We regard this as
most important. Namely, in the words of our constitution, “the advancement
for the public benefit by the provision of a museum and providing a learning
environment and associated activities.”

ED

THE CHARLES “HOLLY” HALL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
This competition is an annual event and is held after the AGM.
The winner this year was Gavin Hamilton with his great shot of a Catalina
landing with storm clouds behind. Runners up were Roger Cook and John
Fuller.

ED
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minutes from last year I could find nothing that was not answered at that time
or that required revisiting again this year.
My report on the evening included a roundup on each of the committee
members who incidentally, now that we have charity status are now called
Trustee’s. I am deeply indebted to them all for their hard work throughout the
year as I know you are. However, my first thanks went to our President who
despite having a wobbly undercarriage, his words not mine (he was referring
to his legs girls, come on) always is a great supporter even if he cannot always
get to our meetings or functions.
Time and space preclude me from mentioning all of the committee by name
but you know them all, without them there would be no society. Each one has
a task which they carry out throughout the year and it’s their enthusiasm and
hard work that makes the “Martlesham Heath Aviation Society” such a friendly and well respected society that we have become.
Of course the committee are not the only working group. The “Wednesday
Gang”, as they have become known support the running of the control tower
from recording the airfields history, making drinks, cleaning the artefacts, the
toilets, yes they have to be cleaned too, the list is almost endless we thank you
all.
Oh! By the way Colin W did remind me after the AGM that I forgot to mention
the “Secret Bunker”, air raid shelter then, and the fact that we had replaced the
end wall during the year. We also replaced the escape hatch as well with the
help of Norman Kerridge from N & A Engineering Martlesham who was
introduced to us by a regular member of our society Brian G. Of course the
work doesn’t stop there, it has to be painted, enter Frank B (brush man). Frank
is currently removing some of the rust and is reapplying paint to those
surfaces, well done Frank. Colin, I hope this makes up for my forgetfulness.
Our monthly meetings are another area of activity that requires intense help.
Chairs and tables have to be put out, hot drinks have to be prepared and served
and most importantly, the hall has to be cleared after the meeting has ended.
You, without any prompting get stuck in and thank goodness you do otherwise
I would still be there in the morning. I sometimes may forget to thank you for
your efforts and I apologies but, you know that I and the committee think the
world of you and your continued efforts to support this great society of ours.
During the year as you are aware, we undertake outside visits. This last year
we visited RAF Mildenhall, Point Clear Museum which incidentally is housed
in a Martello Tower and which in the 19th century defend our shores from
French and Dutch invasions, they were also used during WW2.
Our Control Tower Fun Day was held again in brilliant weather and I believe
was our best yet. However, we (your committee) decided not to hold a Fun
Day this year but, and this is my whole point about the calibre of our members,
Phil Argent who is a long term member of the society and his partner Jean
couldn’t live with the thought of not having a Fun Day and asked if they could
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take over the organising and running of the Fun Day. The committee didn’t
take much time in saying YES PLEASE!!! So put the 11th of September 2011
in your diary, WE ARE HAVING A FUN DAY.
The weather for the remembrance service was not so good, it rained. It began
just after we started the service but, those who we were remembering had to
put up much more difficult and tragic conditions so the least we can do is take
what comes. It had threatened all morning but I thought we might have a clear
window as it did brighten on the odd occasion around lunch time, not to be.
In April this year (remember the society year is 1st May to 31st April) Robert
D arranged a super evening at the Douglas Bader (DB) were we took part in a
Pub Quiz. The DB had arranged the evening with the profits going to the
MHAS. They are a very supportive pub and very generous towards the
society, thank you very much the DB.
Unfortunately, the year has its downside; we lost ten of our members. One of
those members was Robert Schmidt who served here at RAF Martlesham
Heath during WW2 with the 356th FG. Quite a few of us remember Robert
from the visits from the 356th along with our visits to them in the US. From
Roberts’s death we have a new member who was a close friend of Roberts,
Don Lucas, welcome to MHAS Don.
I have told you about our outside visits this last society year but, we have even
more in the coming year. In June we are visiting Chatham Dock Yards. In
early August we are making an evening visit to Maurice Hammond’s planes
and airstrip in Norfolk followed by a buffet on the way home. In early
September we are visiting RAF Boscombe Down and if that was enough, at
the end of September we are visiting RAF Lakenheath, are we up to Christmas
yet, whew!!!
Goodness me, I haven’t told you yet about the new committee, shame on me.
Suffice to say that if you turn to the back page of this newsletter and look at
the names of the committee members you will not see any change from the
names that appeared in the February newsletter, do I need to say more.
I was worried when I began this AGM report that I didn’t have a lot to say but,
I’m sure you will agree with me there is enough going on to excite the
imagination so come and enjoy yourselves by taking part in our activities.

Most of you will be aware that we have now taken on some of the ground floor
of the Control Tower i.e. the room that stretches right across the front along
with a shared kitchen, three toilets and a hallway. I have included a diagram
(see next page) so you are able to see what I am describing below.
Now that the work involving the replacement of the end wall and escape hatch

for a period of two years from the late 1940’s until the last man was demobbed
in 1963. At that time our overseas commitments extended from Germany to
the far-east And it was to Germany that Ron Brewer was sent. As he said, you
either loved it or you hated it. Ron enjoyed his time as an Air Movements clerk
and he shared his experiences with us with the aid of photographs taken at the
time. A vote of thanks was given by our chairman, Martyn Cook.
The March meeting was packed to listen to an illustrated talk entitled, “Flying
From My Mind”.
David Cook is a local man with a lifelong passion for flying. He related how
he first built a rigid wing glider to take part in the popular “Selsey Birdman
Rally”, a light hearted event to attempt to fly a distance of 50 yards from the
lifeboat pier at Selsey Bill with a home-built glider. David failed to win the
£3000 prize but came closest with a flight of 44 yards. He went on to design
and build microlite powered hang gliders and personally flew across the
English Channel in one. He has also established a microlite altitude record of
27000ft.
Several hundred have been built and are owned throughout the world. Due to
disagreements with the Civil Aviation Authority production of these has
ceased and David no longer holds his pilots licence. The title of David’s
illustrated talk was taken from his book, “Flying From My Mind.”
April and our very own member, Frank Bright, gave an illustrated talk about
his experiences as a boy from Jewish stock, who grew up under the Nazis.
Frank’s mother was born in Germany of Jewish stock and his father was Czech
and also a Jew. This was all very bad news in Hitler’s much-daunted Third
Reich. He lost both his parents in the gas chambers and has spent years tracing
the fate of his classmates. Most of these were also murdered along with
millions more. As for Frank, he was sent to Auschwitz and saw his parents for
the last time as he was chosen for slave labour. He was one of the few who
survived.
Frank made the point that most Germans at that time were ardent supporters
of Hitler and the vast majority of them were well aware of the inhuman
treatment of Jews, gypsies and other minority ethnic groups that the authorities
were so hell-bent on exterminating.
Frank gives many talks to local groups and to schoolchildren. It is so important
that all this should never be forgotten.
A vote of thanks was given by Don Kitt and he said that it should also never
be forgotten that Britain stood alone until the United States entered the war
after Pearl Harbour. This was indeed our finest hour. If we had been overrun
the United States would not have had a base to face up to the Nazis and would
probably have had to reach an appeasement.
The society held it’s 30th anniversary AGM on Friday, 6th May. Our chairman
was once again able to report that we have had another successful year.
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Martyn Cook, Chairman

CONTROL TOWER UPDATE

sation for those who had suffered in concentration camps. The Foreign Office
claimed that the RAF men were held “under conditions which could not be
equated to those of concentration camps proper”.
Airey Neave MP, who had escaped from Colditz, led the protests. After an
acrimonious debate in Parliament a lengthy inquiry was held and two years
later the Ombudsman found in favour of 12 British servicemen who had been
imprisoned in Sachsenhausen.
To commemorate the 50th anniversary, in March 1994, of the escape from
Stalag Luft 111, Dowse organised a memorial service at St Clement Danes,
followed by a champagne reception at the RAF Club. Seventeen of the
survivors were amongst those who attended. Ten years later some of them
were once more reunited at the Imperial War Museum, where Dowse met the
actor, John Leyton, who played him in the film, “The Great Escape.” Leyton
commented, “it was an honour and a privilige. What he did was absolutely
extraordinary.”
Despite the murder of so many men, Dowse always believed the Great Escape
was worth it. In later years he observed, “we caused havoc to the Germans and
we tied up thousands looking for us.”
Dowse had an irrepressible enthusiasm and easy going bonhomie. In Sagan he
gained the nickname, “laughing boy”, but this disguised a tough and dtermined
resolve. His friend, Jimmie James, remarked, “His spirit was undimmed, even
in Sachsenhausen he was as ebullient as ever!”
In retirement Dowse divided his time between his elegant homes in Chelsea
and Monte Carlo. Well known at the Savoy Hotel in London, he never needed
to book for dinner, always being shown the best tables!
Thoughout his life Dowse was passionate about Rugby. Both before and after
the war he turned out for Harlequins, whose tie remained his favourite neckwear. At Stalag Luft 111, during breaks from tunnelling duties, he played in
the camp’s 1st XV. He continued to enjoy the fine things in life well into old
age, including his Rolls Royce and fast sports car. He once remarked, “Once
one has escaped from Sachsenhausen life holds no difficulties.”
It is thought that Sydney Dowse married three times, but at the time of his
death he was single. Perhaps, after all, he was in love with Lady Luck and they
remained together throughout his life!
Sydney Hastings Dowse died in April 2008 aged 89. For sure a member of
what I believe Americans call, “The Greatest Generation.”

Alan Powell

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
We were entertained at our February meeting by Mr Ron Brewer, who gave
an illustrated talk entitled, “Compulsory Nation Service – Love it or Hate it”.
Some 2 million young men were conscripted into either the RAF or the army
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to the Bunker are complete, our attention now passes to the additional space
we have on the ground floor of the Control Tower.
It is envisaged that the museum
artefacts remain in the more
secure area on the top floor.
The long room on the ground
floor at the front of the building
is to be an area of learning and
will have pictures, posters and
informative documents placed
on the walls. We also will have
a large viewing screen which
will be fixed to the ceiling to
view audio visual presentations
and slide shows. We already
have a TV, video and DVD
player all donated by our members. The room can also be
used to house exhibitions by
other organisations for short
periods.
Because the tower was home to Martlesham Playgroup and MHAS the top and
ground floors were kept separate. The separation was a wall (by the time you
read this it will have been removed) erected by the playgroup at the end of the
corridor on the ground floor which, originally led to the foot of our stairs just
inside our entry door at the back of the tower. Once removed there will be no
need to exit the building in order to move between the top and ground floors.
The gate situated on the foot of the stairs has been moved further into the stair
well and therefore is still keeping the first floor secure. The wall will be
replaced by a gate which will still shut off the ground floor when not needed.
I think that you all now get the picture (forgive the pun). Although not a large
area compared to the first floor it is sufficient for us to entertain visitors, school
parties etc.

Martyn Cook, Chairman

A PIONEER AT MARTLESHAM
By Mike Hallett
Wing Commander Harold Blackburn was the base commander at Martlesham
Heath from 1924 to 1928. A period which saw the Aeroplane and Armament
Experimental Establishment (A&AEE), mature from a fledgling organisation
into what base historian, Gordon Kinsey termed, “its golden years”. Blackburn
was perfectly suited to overseeing this “coming of age” at Martlesham. An
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experienced pilot from the dawn of aviation, he was good-humoured, down to
earth and had an excellent grasp of aeronautical engineering.
Although described as 'a bluff North
countryman', Harold Blackburn was
actually born in Dymock, Gloucestershire, in 1879, the third child of
schoolmaster Edwin Waller Blackburn and his wife Jane. Soon after
Harold's birth, Edwin took up a
long-term appointment at the
Carcroft School near Doncaster. Although his older brother Leonard followed their father into teaching,
Harold had an engineering bent and by
1901 he was a bicycle maker and repairer in Doncaster.
Precisely when Harold Blackburn
took up flying is unknown. Doncaster
was the site of Britain's first major
flying show, the Aviation Meeting of
October 1909. It is tempting to speculate that he was among the thousands
who flocked to see its daring birdmen,
was bitten by the flying bug and
packed his bags for the capital. Photographic evidence, however, suggests
that Harold moved to London in 1908 or early 1909, where he befriended Albert
Walker (who grandly styled himself an 'aeronautical engineer' in the 1911 census).
They built an aircraft, a tailless three-bay tandem pusher biplane with a canard
elevator and, unusually, the engine in front of its two occupants. Unfortunately it
is not known how - or even if- this machine ever flew. The two extant photographs of the Blackburn-Walker biplane date from 1909 and 1910, and are
marked 'Dagenham'. The Royal Aeronautical Society had an Experimental Flying
Ground there, described by The Aero as 'a six foot crop of thistles on top of a
dump-heap"", and it is more likely that Harold flew from the nearby HandleyPage field at Barking. He also flew at Hendon and gained Royal Aero Club pilot's
certificate no. 79 at Brooklands on 9 May 1911, on a Bristol Boxkite.
In 1912 aircraft constructor Robert Blackburn (no relation to Harold) moved his
flying school from the beach at Filey Sands in Yorkshire to Hendon in order to
parade his wares before the Air Ministry. Harold Blackburn successfully applied
for the combined position of instructor and test pilot, thus beginning a life-long
friendship with his namesake. Late in 1912 Robert Blackburn produced a stylish
machine called the Single-Seat Monoplane" and the following year built a twoseat version, given the designation 'Type F’ in the company's alphabetical se-

ly, Dowse flew Coastal Command Ansons on anti-submarine and convoy
escort operations with 608 squadron. At the end of 1940 he volunteered to join
the expanding reconnassance force. After converting to Spitfires, joined No1
Photographic Recconnaisance Unit, (PRU).
The high flying Spitfires spent much of their time monitoring the movements
of Gernany’s capital ships and Dowse, who flew many such sorties, was
mentioned in Dispatches. On September 20th 1941 he set off on the familiar
route to the Brest peninsular to photograph the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, but
his aircraft was shot down over the French coast and he was forced to bale out.
He was suffering from a leg wound and was soon captured. In December
Dowse escaped from the hospital where he was being treated. Three days later
was caught by guards as he crossed the German/Dutch border and sent to
Stalag IXC at Bad Sulza. By mingling with a working party Dowse managed
once more to escape. He travelled by train towards Belgium, then continued
on foot to the German/Belgium border. He was by then suffering from extreme
exhaustion and was recaptured. After hospital treatment he was imprisoned at
Oflag VIB, where he helped to build four tunnels, through which six officers
escaped in April 1942. A month later Dowse was transferred to Stalag Luft 111
at Sagan.
After his interrogation in Berlin following “The Great Escape”, Dowse was
sent to the “death camp” at Sachsenhusen, where he found three others, who
had been spared from the notorious execution. Among them was his friend,
Jimmy James. Within days of their arrival the men were discussing how to get
out! Undeterred by the threat of executiuon if they escaped, the four, together
with another prisoner, started a tunnel. Dowse and James were the two diggers,
using spoons and a kitchen knife. On the night of September 23rd the five men
broke out, an event which astonished the Germans, who launched a widespread search and placed a high price on ther heads. Dowse travelled with the
legendary “Wings” Day and a few days later they were captured on the
outskirts of Berlin. On their return to Sachsenhausen they were chained to the
floor in a death cell and cruelly interrogated. They did not expect to survive.
After five months of solitary confinement, they were released back into the
main camp, where they witnessed daily executions. From February 1945 they
were moved to other concentration camps with a group of prominent prisoners,
to be held as possible hostages. They were moved to Dachau and then to the
Tyrol, where they were liberated by Allied forces in May 1945. On May 13th
Dowse and his comrades were flown back to Blackbushe and a period of
convelescence. In due course it was announced that Dowse had been awarded
an MC for his conduct whilst a prisoner. He was released from the RAF as a
Flight Leiutenant in January, 1946.
Sydney Dowse served as an equerry at Buckingham Palace and had a long and
succesful career as a civil servant. For a number of years in the 1950’s, at the
time of the communist insurgency he served in Malaya as assistant secretary
to the Penang Settlement. In 1966, Dowse and his colleagues sought compen-
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and were known as Tom, Dick and Harry. This was, of course, to become
known as “The Great Escape” and Sydney Dowse was to become one of the
principal enthusiasts for the venture.
Dowse had dug tunnels at his previous camps and was soon recruited to work
on “Harry.” The trapdoor to the tunnel in Block 104 was beneath one of the
stoves that were in the corner of every room. A 25ft shaft was dug into the
sandy soil beneath the block before the tunnel was to make horizontal progress
towards the perimeter.
Although Dowse spent most of his time underground, he had also befriended
a German corporal who worked in the censor’s office at the camp headquarters. Through this contact he obtained numerous authentic documents, which
were passed on to the escape committee for copying and much valuable
military intelligence. He even managed to persuade the corporal to provide
him with a tailored suit, which he subsequently wore for his escape.
By mid March 1944 the 336ft long “Harry”, the only surviving tunnel, was
complete. On the night of March 24th they broke surface, only to discover that
they were a few yards short of the covering woods. This caused delays and
Dowse, who was the 21st man to exit and his Polish friend, “Danny” Krol were
unable to catch their intended train. Their plan had been to head for Poland,
where they hope to link up with the Polish resistance. The ever-resourceful
Dowse had obtained a three-week supply of genuine food vouchers from the
German corporal, so the men decided to set off on foot and follow the main
railway line eastwards. Having walked for fourteen days they were close to the
Polish border when a member of the Hitler Youth spotted them. They were
arrested and were the last of the escapees to be recaptured. While Dowse was
taken to Berlin for interrogation, Krol was handed over to the Gestapo and was
the last of the 50 prisoners executed on the orders of Adolf Hitler. Dowse, on
the other hand, was descended from a distinguished German family and he
always assumed that this saved him from the Gestapo. More evidence, if any
was needed, that Lady Luck was still by his side.
Sydney Hastings Dowse
was born on November
21 1918 at Hammersmith and was educated
at Hurstpierpont College. In July 1937 he
joined the recently
formed RAF Volunteer
Reserve, learning to fly
at weekends. At the outbreak of war he was
called up for regular
service and completed
his pilot training. Initial-

quence. Harold flew these at aviation meetings across the country, in a number of
publicity stunts - such as delivering bundles of newspapers from Leeds to York"
- and in several air races. Harold made the final of the Grand Speed Handicap at
the Hendon Aero Show early in 1913 but a proposed race at Hull was less
successful. Harold landed heavily when arriving to start the race and could not
continue. Nonetheless he fared better than his sole competitor, Lieutenant E.
Copeland Perry in a Bleriot, who was 'placed hors de combat while making a trial
flight,'"1 in the delicate phrase of Flight magazine. The high-water mark for both
Harold and Robert Blackburn in air racing came on 2 October 1913 when Harold
won the Wars of the Roses trophy presented by the Yorkshire Evening News for a
race between the Yorkshire-built Type I monoplane and the Lancashire-built Avro
504 biplane piloted by F. P. Raynham.. The race was closely fought over a 100-mile
circuit starting and finishing at Leeds with checkpoints at York, Doncaster,
Sheffield and Barnsley but, in deteriorating conditions, Raynham became lost and
Harold used his superior local knowledge to complete the course. (A proposed
rematch in Lancashire was abandoned due to World War I.) Following his Wars
of the Roses victory Harold Blackburn became a test and demonstration pilot for
Avro, flying early versions of the legendary 504 while continuing his duties with
Robert Blackburn. At the Yorkshire Agricultural Show on 22 July 1914 he opened
the first air-line service in Great Britain between cities flying to a time table,
operating half-hourly trips in the Type I between Leeds and Bradford, thus laying
claim to the title of 'Britain's first airline pilot'. Within two weeks Archduke Franz
Ferdinand of Austria was dead and Britain had declared war on the Central Powers.
Harold Blackburn immediately enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps. He earned his
Certificate 'B' as a 2nd Lieutenant in the RFC reserve on 19 August 1914 and was
soon called up. Excerpts from a letter to his brother Leonard printed in Flight
magazine show the nonchalance with which the war was first treated: 'Two Taubes’
came over just after church parade... and our anti-aircraft got to work. The dogs
barked, alarm bells rang, and there was no end of a beano.
The following year Blackburn was promoted to Captain and posted to command
'C' Flight of No. 14 Squadron, still under formation. After working up, the
squadron sailed to Egypt in November 1915 and began operations from Kantara
in the Sinai desert against the Turks who were pushing towards the Suez Canal, a
vital transport link for the Allies. In addition to Blackburn, 'C' Flight comprised
four pilots and two observers; equipment comprised a Bristol Scout - usually
flown by Blackburn - and four BE 2C’s. Blackburn was in the thick of it and soon
earned one of his unit's first decorations, a Military Cross which was gazetted on
14 January 1916. The recommendation read: 'Has carried out many dangerous
bombing expeditions under heavy anti-aircraft gun
fire. To ensure hitting the objective he frequently returned over the same course
several times thereby greatly increasing the accuracy of the enemy's fire. This
officer shows great determination in ranging artillery fire and is not satisfied until
his task is completed.
Harold Blackburn was also dissatisfied with the offensive abilities of his flight's
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aircraft. Turning his engineering skills to the question of armament, he devoted
long hours to equipping the Bristol Scout with a Lewis gun that could fire through
the propeller arc - the Allies as yet had no interrupter gear - and improvised a
deflector-plate solution similar to French pilot Roland Garros, who brought down
several German aircraft in April 1915. Blackburn set up a test oozing optimism as
he always did with his various inventions, however it seems that the metal plates
did not so much deflect the bullets as take a battering from them, with a predictable effect on the longevity of the propeller.
More successful was Blackburn's bombsight. A simple device using a sighting
wire and a spirit level, it was keenly adopted by 2nd Lieutenant Cedric Waters Hill
who practiced until he became highly proficient. The bombsight's moment of
glory came on 26 February 1916 when Hill was ordered to bomb the water
reservoir at the Turkish outpost at Bir Hassana. The reservoir had survived
numerous bombing raids unscathed due to its long, narrow rectangular shape that
made it difficult to hit from any angle. Hill dropped a 100-pound bomb precisely
on the rim of the reservoir, causing a massive loss of water for the isolated Turkish
garrison. In July 1916 Harold Blackburn was promoted to Major and left No. 14
Squadron for various staff and instructional posts, firstly in Egypt then in the UK
and France. In connection with this he received the Air Force Cross, gazetted on 3
June 1919. Remaining in the RAF, Blackburn's first significant post-war appointment was second in command at RAF Henlow in Bedfordshire. Originally the No.
5 Eastern Area Aircraft Depot, it was renamed the Inland Area Aircraft Depot
during his tenure. The repair of damaged aircraft was critical to the threadbare
RAF of the 1920s and once again Harold Blackburn was in his element, combining
engineering and aviation.
Harold Blackburn was appointed C.O. at Martlesham Heath in September 1924,
superseding Wing Commander Napier John Gill. Since its inception in 1917 the
base had operated under a number of guises and used various unit structures.
During Gill's tenure the structure was formalised as two squadrons, No. 15

Others who attended included three generals, two major generals, a brigadier
general, several colonels and Lt colonels as well as group captains and squadron leaders representing different arms of the Royal Air Force.
The guest of honour was Major General Irwal H Edwards, C in C Europe. He
is seen in the picture which appears courtesy of Gordon Kinsey. Presumably
the other generals, major generals and brigadier general were also present to
represent the USAAF.

Alan Powell - from information kindly supplied by Alan Smith

The following was contributed by one of our members
At 1505hrs on 30th April 1941 a Spitfire force landed, wheels down on the
village football pitch at Sproughton, near Ipswich. It knocked down a set of
goal posts and came to rest in the garden of the village policeman. The aircraft
was painted in the distinctive light blue of a PRU, (Photographic Reconnaissance Unit) Spitfire. A search of the operations records at the PRU station at
Benson, south Oxfordshire revealed the following.
The Spitfire, R6804, was flown be Pilot Officer Sydney H Dowse. It left
Benson at 10.00hrs for a reconnaissance of airfields in the Bremen area. He
was intercepted by a formation of Messerschmitt bf109’s at 21000ft. He
evaded them and outdistanced a more persistent one by diving to 1000ft. PO
Dowse was in the air for 5 hours and force landed through lack of fuel. He was
eventually shot down and taken prisoner on 20th August 1941 while on a PR
mission to Brest.

I just wonder why the Photo Reconnaissance Unit was based in Oxfordshire in the heart of middle England Surely a base nearer the east coast
would have reduced endurance concerns? Martlesham Heath would have
been ideal!
ED

SYDNEY H DOWSE
Lady Luck accompanied the young pilot officer who survived his forced
landing at Sproughton and stayed with him for the duration of the war. Purely
out of curiosity I typed his name into Google and the following fascinating and
heroic story was revealed. I am grateful to the Daily Telegraph, from which
most of this information was taken.
Sydney Dowse had been in captivity for just over a year when he arrived in
May 1942 at Herman Goering’s “escape proof” Stalag Luft 111 at Sagan. He
made two unsuccessful solo attempts to escape before an escape committee
was formed under the chairmanship of Roger Bushell, who was known as “Big
X”.
The committee decided to attempt a mass break out. Three tunnels were begun
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Our archivist, Alan Smith has sent me details from the RAF Martlesham
Heath Operations book of the dedication of the American Ear Memorial
that stands proudly on the old parade ground. It is doubtful if this
venerable old station had ever seen such a bevy of brass hats before.

DEDICATION OF THE AMERICAN WAR MEMORIAL
Thanks to member Roy Easson, who has sent me copies of pages from the
Martlesham Heath Operations Record Book for 1946, we are able to see the
arrangements for the dedication of the 356th Fighter Group Memorial on the
Barrack Square and to fix the date of the Dedication.
It is believed to have been the first Memorial dedicated to a USAAF Unit in
Europe after World War 2 and was organised by local resident, Captain E.
Harvey, who raised the monies by local subscriptions.
From the information in the log-book it was a very important local event
involving quite elaborate arrangements and quite a guest list as you can see
from the details given below.
The dedication ceremony took place on the afternoon of 13th June, 1946. Those
present included the C in C of the USAAF in Europe, C in C Fighter Command, C in C Coastal Command, Chaplin in Chief of the RAF and the Lord
Lieutenant of Suffolk, the Earl of Stradbroke.
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(armament) and No. 22 (aircraft), and on 20 March 1924 the A. & A.E.E. title was
officially adopted. With this structure in place, plans were made to improve the
infrastructure with new hangers, barracks and facilities. The main task of Blackburn's residency as base commander was to oversee these developments while
maintaining the high standard of experimental work for which Martlesham was
already known.
Blackburn's dislike of ceremony soon became widely known and the base fared
poorly at its annual inspection by the Air Officer Commanding in September 1925.
Matters improved steadily during Blackburn's tenure and by 1927 the base was
exceptionally well presented. Despite being mostly occupied with Martlesham
matters, Blackburn made occasional outside forays such as to the 1926 Yorkshire
Air Pageant, where he was a visitor-competitor - whether he flew a station 'hack'
or an experimental aircraft is unfortunately not recorded! The period 1924 to 1928
was a transitional time in terms of the aircraft tested at Martlesham. Most of the
types were descendents of the machines flown during World War I, wood and
wire biplanes with bulbous fuselages, upgraded engines and silver dope finish but
little else to distinguish them from their wartime forbears. Nonetheless, the
vanguard of a new generation of all-metal machines began to trickle through, even
if the massively increased engine power necessary to take advantage of this design
revolution did not yet exist. Among these was the huge Beardmore Inflexible, a
three-engined, high-wing monoplane with a 157-foot wingspan and 6-foot high
main wheels. The Inflexible was designed by Dr Adolf Rohrbach but soon lived up
to its name when disagreements between him and Beardmore's staff resulted in the
latter having to undertake significant redesign. The sole Inflexible (J7557) was
assembled at Martlesham early in 1928. Such was its projected take-off run that
the runway was extended beside the 'B' Flight Road and temporary gates erected
to control the traffic. In fact the Inflexible took to the air within the standard runway
but its three 650 hp Rolls-Royce Condor engines gave it no worthwhile payload.
The Inflexible finished its days as a test-bed for the effect of corrosion on all-metal
airframes, although one of its gargantuan main wheels survives at the Science
Museum in South Kensington.
Harold Blackburn left the RAF in 1929 and retired to Jersey, where he took up sailing
and became known to the local children as 'Commander Blackburn' rather than
'Wing Commander Blackburn'. He remained interested in both military aviation and
engineering, and in the late 1930s spent many hours on a treatise expounding his
views. On the outbreak of war this was given to the Air Ministry who politely
declined it, much to Blackburn's disappointment. When the German invasion of
Jersey loomed in 1940, Blackburn took his daughter Susan to an evacuation barge but
was told there was no more room. With the disregard for formalities typical of a
pioneer Blackburn waited until the barge was pulling away from the jetty then
heaved his daughter onto it. The family spent World War II in Cheltenham before
returning to Jersey in 1946. He died in 1959 and is remembered today by the Harold
Blackburn Trophy, one of the major annual awards of the Jersey Aero Club.
Mike Hallett is a grandson of Harold Blackburn and a member of MHAS.
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SHOWPIECE...... LANCASTER
I dream now of another time,
Of soaring wings and slipstream whine.
Of airscrew arcs. and engine drone,
And cloudy canyons I have known.
Once we were many, and we knew,
The love of thousands, our aircrew,
So many lovers, past recall,
Yet we were faithful to them all.
When towering columns split the night,
With brilliant beams of searching light,
Then in just moments we became,
Small insects, round a naked flame.
And with us then, our young men knew,
An eighth, unwanted, crewman flew,
He whispered, taunted, often near,
Unseen but known, for he was fear.
Time after time, we saw the cost,
To all who fought so well, yet lost,
For them a fiery plunge through space,
In another time, another place.
For you old lovers, youth has gone,
Relentless, time is moving on,
With arms outstretched, with measured pace,
To take you all in cold embrace.
Time has not marred my grim old frame,
To your fading eyes, I am the same,
Look well, all strangers standing there,
For I am the mighty LANCASTER

ODD JOB FOR MOSSIE’S
In the late 40’s and early 50’s I was employed by Marconi’s of Chelmsford
when they were the main suppliers of all TV cameras, radio transmitters, etc.
I was one of the photographers covering all the first broadcasts, cross
channel, Monte Carlo Rally in England, the first Snooker and Billiard games,
circuses etc.
One notable one was to go to Elstree studios where they were making the first
“Captain Hornblower” film, with Gregory Peck and Virginia Mayo. There
was this enormous pool 300/400ft long with beautiful model sailing ships
powered by Ford 10hp engines and men under the decks steering and firing
cannons. They were directed by men equipped with Marconi walkie-talkies.
These were large affairs strapped to their backs with the Marconi logo printed
on them. It was my job to photograph them.
The most staggering thing to supply wind to the sails of the “ships” was a DH
Mosquito with no wings situated at each end of the pool. Depending on the
direction required they would start up the engines of either aeroplane and
send a blast of wind across the water. It was most magnificent to watch, but
what a dreadful come-down for such superb aircraft.

John Castle. Membership No: 162

Editors note.
Thank you for that John. I bet the noise was deafening! John also told me
that he visited the De Havilland aerodrome at Hatfield during that time
and on the airfield were 30 or 40 DH Mosquito’s, each minus their wings.
He was told that they were to be burned the next day.
Incidentally I was a schoolboy in Chelmsford during the war years.
Despite the fact that the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, Hoffman
ball bearing works and the Crompton Parkinson electrical manufacturing
company were all at Chelmsford I can only remember two occasions when
the Germans specifically targeted the town.
During 1943 the Luftwaffe launched a second bombing offensive.
Operation Steinbock was to become known as the “mini blitz” and it was
during this time that Chelmsford was attacked.

Walter. Scott, ex 630 Squadron Royal Air Force
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